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[N.B: The figures in the right margin indicate full marks] 
 

1. Short Questions:   120=20 
 i. What will be  the quotient of 4500 is divided by 900? 
 ii. If the cost price of 8 pencils is 40tk. How much money will be  
 needed to 16 pencils? 
 iii. What will be the HCF of 20 and 30 ? 
 iv. How many factors does have 15? 
 v. What is the LCM of 8, 16 and 32? 

 vi. 
9

8
of 

16

27
 = what? 

 vii. 
7

20

14

10
what? 

 viii. What will be the remainder of 430 is divided by 9? 
 ix. What is the average of   5, 0, 9 and 6 ? 

 x. What is the percentage express of  ?
20

9
 

 xi. At what angle two diagonals of a rhombus bisect each other? 
 xii. The sum of the four angles at the vertices of square is  what? 

 xiii. What is the reciprocal fraction of  
3

2 ? 

 xiv. What will we get if we convert 3
3

2   into an improper fraction? 

 xv. How many days are there in 1080 hours? 
 xvi. x ÷ 8=7, x what? 
 xvii. How many grams are in 5 kilograms? 
 xviii. How many days did February of 2020 have ?  
 xix. 15% of 300 Taka what? 
 xx. 5 – (46-10) ÷3 what? 
 
2. 2 cows and 6 goats cost together 45080 tk. The price of a goat is 4560tk. 
a.  What are the prices of 2 cows?                          2 
b.  How much does a cow cost more than a goat?  3 
c.   What is the total price of 2 goats and 3 cows?                    3 
 

 
Or,  The sum of present age of a son and his mother is 60 years. The age       

       of mother is 3 times of son's age. 

a. Calculate: 7134÷58 .      2 
b. What is the individual present age of mother and son ?3 

c.What will be the total age of mother and her son after 6 years? 3 

3.   There are some tiles whose length is 8 cm and width is 6 cm.  

We want to make square by paving them on a floor. 
a.What is the G.C.F of 10, 12, 20.    2 

b.What is the length of a side of the smallest square?    3 

c.How many tiles are necessary to make the smallest square?       3 
Or,  36 mangoes and 48 lychees are divided among some children. 

a .   What is the large number of children among whom mangoes and   

lychees are divided exactly?     4 

b.How many mangoes andlychees will each of them get?  4 

4.Mr. Raihan had 48000Tk. He donated  
4

1
 portion to his daughter          

        and
3

1
portion to his wife from his Taka. Rest amount of money  

        he was left with.  

a.Write two equivalent fractions of  
3

1
?2 

b.What portion of money did daughter and wife get?3 
c.What portion of money was he left with?3 

Or,  A Stick whose
6

1
portion is in mud, 

2

1
portion is in water and rest 

portion is above water. The length of the Stick above water is 2m. 

a.
28

3

7

3
  what?2 

b.How many meter of the stick is in water?3 
c.Arrange the three portions in ascending order.3 
 

5.
4

1
3,

3

1
1,

6

5
,

3

1
,

2

5
 EDCBA are five simple fraction . 

a. Write which one be proper or improper or mixed fraction ?2 

b.  A + B -
6

5
 what?3 



c.  D + E -
6

5
2  what?                                              3 

Or, Karim bought some metal pipe and some paint. 1m of metal pipe  

weights  and 1 dL of paint covers  

a. What is the weight of 40m of metal pipe.2 

b. How many kg does  of the pipe weight?3 

c. How many  can you paint with  dL.3 

6.   The heights 4 students are 140 cm, 134 cm, 136 cm and 150 cm . 

The average income of Karim and his brother are 2000 Taka. 
a.   What is the average height of this 4 students. 4 

b.   Find the total income of karim and his brother.4 

Or, The number of runs of Nasir in 5 one-day matches are 60, 30, 0,       
       40,  and 20 respectively. 

a.What is the average run of first 3 matches?  2 

b.What is the average run of last 3 matches?  3 
c. What is the average of Nasir's run of that series?                      3 

 

7. Moha bought a TV of 20000 taka at a discount of 20%. 
a. What was the selling price of it?4 

b.  What will the Selling price be if it is sold with the profit of 20%. 4 

Or,Jamal was borrowed 5000 Tk. from a bank with an annual interest of   

10% and he paid some interest after 5 years. 
a. How much was the interest.4 

b.How much will be interest if the annual interest rate was 20% .         4 

 

8.    Answer any 2 questions:  62=12 

a.Draw a Rhombus whose length of one side is 3.5cm and one angle is   
45

0
 write its characteristics. 

b. Draw a rectanglewhose length of two adjacent sides are 5cm and 
3cm. Write its characteristics. 
c.Draw a parallelogram whose length of two adjacent sides are  
6cm and 3cm and including angle is 60

0
. Write its characteristics.  

d.    Draw a square whose length of one side is 3cm. Write its   
characteristics.  
 

9.   In a store there is 84kg of rice and 49000 gram of pulse. 
a.Express the amount of rice in gram.2 
b.What is the total amount of rice and pulse? 3 
c.How much more is rice in hg than that of pulse? 3 

 
 
Or, In a drum 53 kg 750 g of wheat can be kept. In 9876000 kg of wheat  

has been in a store.  

a. Express 4936 kg of wheat in gram.                        2  
b.What amount of wheat can be kept in 10 drums ,  

express in metric ton’s .                                                                           3  
c. What did amount of wheat keep  in the store, express in kg . 3 
 
10.   Kamal is a boy of 3months 25 day and Jamal is 2 years old. 
a.Convert 3 months 25 days in hours.   2 
b.Express Jamal`s ages into days.                2 
 
Or,   Rafa is a student of class five. Her school start at 8.45 am breaks up at 
 1.30 pm. 
a.At what hour in international time does her school start and break up? 2 
b.How long her classes run for?      2 
 
11. The marks obtained by some students in Mathematics are: 60, 56, 41,  
52, 45, 44, 55, 32, 58, 38, 35, 33, 39, 48, 57, 46, 49, 60, 40, 47, 46 ,40,44 
a.Arrange a table of the data with class interval of 5.  4 b.   Draw 
a histogram using (a) .                               4 
 
Or, Doctors’ advice taken upto age 70 of a person is given below in table:  
 

Age Year Number of doctors advice 
0-10 35 

11-20 25 
21-30 12 
31-40 27 
41-50 28 
51-60 60 
61-70 75 

a.  How many timedoes the person take doctor's advice up to his 70   
years old?     2 
b.  In which age did the person take maximum and minimum the   
      doctor's advice?     3 
c.  Each time of visiting to doctor is tk 500, calculate the persons total  
cost as doctor's visit in his life.    3 


